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INTRODUCTION 
The literature on the theory of normal forms for vector fields and 
Hamiltonians in equilibrium at OE R” is sprinkled with references to the 
fact that, however useful they may be in applications, normal forms are not 
always unique. This phenomenon has been studied by several authors, 
notably by Kummer [lo] and Brjuno [6, 73. (For a nice historical note on 
this and other related questions is normal form theory, the reader is 
referred to the last section of Chapter 2 in van der Meer’s book [16].) In 
Baider and Churchill [3] non-uniqueness was studied in the context of 
graded Lie algebras. 
From the work of Siegel [ 143 and its extensions by Brjuno (lot. cit.) we 
know that normal forms are generally divergent, so that they cannot be 
used to classify equilibria within the class of analytic objects. Their non- 
uniqueness plus the fact that they are not defined for higher order 
singularities renders them unsuitable for classification purposes even in the 
formal sense. In this paper we remedy the latter by constructing canonical 
forms for all vector fields (resp. Hamiltonians) in equilibrium at OE R” 
relative to the group of formal diffeomorphisms (resp. canonical transfor- 
mations) tangential to the identity. The reader will find these forms in 
Section 3 where, for want of a better name, they are called “special” (as 
opposed to “normal” or “canonical”), to remind us of their uniqueness 
relative to the groups alluded to above. Our scheme is a version of classical 
normal form theory, which occurs here as essentially the first step of a 
more extended procedure, whose final products are the sought canonical 
forms. We elaborate on, and were inspired by, an idea proposed by 
M. Kummer [ 123, a variation of which also appears in van der Meer’s 
book (lot. cit.), under the heading of “Further Normalization.” It should 
be noted that existence of canonical forms for the action of a group G on 
a set S (i.e., the existence of a section for the natural map S + S/G) is 
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theoretically never in doubt, at least when Zorn’s Lemma or any one of its 
alternative forms is adopted. On the other hand, this kind of existence 
is hardly of any interest in applications, where what really matters is 
computability, a property that the forms presented here possess. We do 
not deal, however, with the related and equally important questions of 
construction of algorithms, their efficiency, and the like. 
The canonical forms we present here yield a countable number of new 
analytic invariants whose significance for the dynamics needs to be 
explored on a case by case basis. This task can only be attempted once 
explicit expressions for these forms become known. On the other hand, it 
should be no surprise that their calculation is expected to be considerably 
more involved than that of their classical counterparts. This is because of 
the additional information that they implicitly carry. In this paper we have 
only explored the simplest non-trivial examples, namely those of equilibria 
of planar vector fields with semisimple linear parts. Even in this case the 
forms encountered are new. For planar rotations the reader is referred to 
Theorem 6.1 and the dynamical interpretation of some of their coefficients 
in the remark following that theorem. 
Our main results are presented in the setting of graded Lie algebras, a 
useful medium that allows for a unified treatment of diverse applications to 
dynamical systems. The necessary prerequisites are standard for vector 
fields and Hamiltonians; they are collected for the reader’s convenience in 
Section 1, alongside with generalizations to our context. Sections 2 and 3 
contain our main results on special forms, which are immediately applied 
in Section 4 to a relatively simple but interesting Lie algebra, here called 
N. Section 5 is a partial generalization of the results of Sections 2 and 3 to 
a larger group that in the context of dynamical systems would include all 
transformations 4 for which d’(O) is not necessarily the identity. Applica- 
tions to planar vector fields (Section 6) and to the Hamiltonian 1: 1 
resonance (Section 7) follow. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Standard references on filtered and graded objects are Bourbaki [S] and 
Serre [ 131. See also Baider and Churchill [2] for more detail on specific 
results. Let P’, k>O, be a sequence of vector spaces over a fixed field of 
characteristic zero, which in our applications will always be R or C. Con- 
sider the product 9 = nk.& and write its elements x = (x,, x,, . ..) as 
formal series x = x0 + xi + . . , thereby identifying each 9 with its canoni- 
cal image in 9. We refer to xk E 9k as the k th homogeneous component 
of x. By its “kth jet,” we mean the element Jk(x) = x0 + xi + . . + xk, the 
kth partial sum of x. On 9 we introduce the decreasing filtration 
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F,=~~F,~~~~ zFkz..., with Fk=Fk(9)=njgkSj, and declare the 
Fk as neighborhoods of the origin. This turns (9, + ) into a complete 
topological group such that each element is the limit of its partial sums _ - - - 
J,Jx) as k + co. Since in this topology the closure of a 
ok (S+ Fk), we see that all the Fk are closed (as well as 
We say that 9 is a graded Lie algebra if a Lie algebra 
on it such that bracket multiplication is continuous 
topology and satisfies 
set S is given by 
open). 
structure is given 
in the filtration 
(1.1) 
These two requirements are easily seen to be equivalent to the product rule 
[x, ylk = 5 CXk.-,9 Y,l> x, YEY. 
j=O 
1.2 Remark. In the literature “graded Lie algebra” usually refers to the 
direct sum @Yk. Our product n & is the completion of the former in the 
filtration topology. 
1.3 Warning. In applications to dynamical systems, all vector fields, 
Hamiltonian functions, and diffeomorphisms will always be formal 
regardless of whether this fact is explicitly stated or not. 
1.4 EXAMPLE. The space Vect(n) = nk Vect,(n) of vector fields in 
equilibrium at 0 E R” is a graded Lie algebra provided the grading is such 
that Vect,(n) = (C p,a/ax, all pj are homogeneous polynomials of degree 
k + 1 }. (Note the shift k -+ k + 1.) It is not difficult to see that an alter- 
native definition of Vect(n) is as follows: let R[ [xl] be the ring of formal 
power series in n variables filtered by the powers mk of the maximal ideal 
m = (x,, x2, . . . . x,). Then Vect(n) is the space of all filtration preserving 
derivations of R[[x]], and Vectk(n) = {XE Vect(n)l X(P,) G Pi+k, j>O}, 
where P, is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree j. 
1.5 EXAMPLE. The space X(n) = & Xk(n) of formal Hamiltonians in 
equilibrium at 0 E R”’ = R” x R” = {x, y}, with Poisson bracket {F, G} = 
CaF/ax,C/ayi - aFlay,aqax,, graded in such a way that #k(n) = 
{polynomials in (x, y) of degree k + 2) is a graded Lie algebra. As 
mentioned earlier, the term “Hamiltonian” will always refer to an element 
of &(n), i.e., to a fOrIIk3l power Series H = Ho + H, + . . , with Hk E &(n). 
1.6 EXAMPLE. Let .Y be a graded Lie algebra and let XE gk be a 
fixed homogeneous element. The space X = Kerad(x) = { y 1 ad(x)(y) = 
[x, y] = 0) is a graded Lie algebra. This is because the homogeneity of x 
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implies that an element y belongs to X iff y, E X for all k 20, so that 
x = & (Lx n &). 
If 9 is a graded Lie algebra and x E F, then ad(x)‘: Fk + Fk +j, so that 
the operator expad(x): Y + 9 is well defined and is in fact an element of 
Aut(9’), the group of filtration preserving automorphisms of 9. If y is a 
second element of F, , then the Campbell-Hausdorff formula (cf. Serre [ 13, 
LA14.151) produces a third element x*y=x+y++[x,y]+..., such 
that 
expad(x * y) = expad(x) 0 expad( y). (1.7) 
It is known, and not hard to verify (see, e.g., Baider and Churchill [2, 
Th. 2.7]), that the operation * turns F, into a filtered complete group 
(Serre, [ 13, LA 2.53) with identity 0 and inverse xP ’ = -x. The relation 
(1.7) expresses the fact that expad is a homomorphism from (F,, *) into 
Aut (9 ), and in particular that its image expad(F, ) is a subgroup of 
Aut(9), the so-called “group of inner 9-automorphisms.” 
The next result that will be used repeatedly in the sequel is an immediate 
consequence of (1.7) and the following standard fact: in a filtered and 
complete group an infinite product converges provided its general term 
converges to the identity. 
1.8 PROPOSITION. Let k 2 1 and let {x’} be a sequence in Fk such that 
limjxi = 0. Then x = limjxJ * . . . * x’ exists in Fk, and in fact expad(x) z = 
limj expad(xj) . . . expad(x’) z. 
Let G be a group of filtration preserving 9-automorphisms. We will say 
that two elements x, y are conjugate relative to G if y = gx for some g E G, 
and we will drop the phrase “relative to G” whenever this is understood 
from the context. In Section 3 we will study the conjugacy classes of 9 
under the group expad(F,). We now give an explicit description of this 
group for 9 = Vect(n). Let Diff(n) be the space of diffeomorphisms of 
(R”; 0) of the form 4 = 4, + & + . . . , with 4k homogeneous of degree k, and 
4,(x) =ax for some aEGl(n). Setting d’(O) =a, let Diff,(n) be the sub- 
group of diffeomorphisms tangential to the identity, i.e., such that 4’(O) = 1. 
It is well known that 4~ Diff,(n) iff 4 is the time-one map Exp(X) 
for a unique vector field XE F,(Vect(n)). Moreover, expad(X) Y=4, Y 
(=d*-‘Yfj*, where in this formula Vect(n) is viewed as a Lie algebra of 
derivations, and I$*: R[[x]] + R[ [x]] is the pullback map). Thus 
expad(F,(Vect(n))) = (4,Id E Diff,(n)}. 
For Hamiltonians, we similarly have 
ewW,t~(n))) = {4,I4 E Canl(n 
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where Can(n) is the group of (formal) canonical transformations of 
(R*“; 0), Can,(n) = (4 ECan(n)l 4’(O) = l}, and 4,(f) =f4-‘. In both 
these cases expad(F,) is smaller than the group of automorphisms resulting 
from coordinate changes, namely Diff(n), and Can(n),. From the above 
it follows that Diff(n), = G](n), x expad(F,(Vect(n))) and Can,(n) = 
Sp(n), x expad(F,(X(n))). These products are semidirect, with the full 
group structure following from the obvious commutation relation 
u,expad(X) = expad(u,X)u,, u E Gl(n), X E F,(Vect(n)), and its 
Hamiltonian analogue. 
2. CONJUGACY vs WEAK CONJUGACY 
Let Y be a graded Lie algebra and as before let Fk = F,JY). For 
x E F1, C,(x) will denote the “centralizer to order k of x.” This is the set 
C,(x) = {z E PI ( [z, x] = 0 (mod Fk + ,)}. Similarly, we let Fix,(x) = 
{uEAut(Y)I UX=X (mod Fk+, )}. The following result will be of constant 
use throughout the paper. 
2.1 PROPOSITION [16,Cor.2.19, p.311. Let ZEF,. Then ZEC,JX) iff 
expad(z) E Fix,(x). 
ProojI We prove that expad(z) E Fix,(x) implies z E C,(x) by induction 
on k, the converse being obvious. Assuming expad(z)E Fix,, i(x) E 
Fix,(x), we conclude that z E C,(x), i.e., ad(z) XE Fk+ ,, so that 
ad(z)‘xE Fk+j forj>, 1. We have (mod Fk+J, 
x = expad(z) x = x + [z, x] + c l/j! ad(z)jx = x + [z, x], 
i> 2 
so that 0 = [z, x]. Q.E.D. 
From here to the end of Section 3, we will study conjugacy rel. 
expad(Fi ). This being understood, reference to the group will be omitted. 
Let x, y be two elements of 3. We say that x and y are conjugate to order 
k, whenever Jk(x) = J,(expad(z) y) for some z E F1. We say that x and y 
are weakly conjugate if they are conjugate to all orders. Obviously these 
relations constitute a sequence of increasingly stronger equivalences, all of 
them implied by conjugacy. Although we do not have a counterexample, it 
seems rather unlikely that weak conjugacy implies conjugacy, at last when 
the Yk are not all finite dimensional. On the other hand we have 
2.2 THEOREM. If dim J?,~ < CO for all k, then the following are equivalent: 
(a) x and y are conjugate. 
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(b) y belongs to the closure of the conjugacy class of x. 
(c) x and y are weakly conjugate. 
Before the proof we need some preliminary work. Let us suppose that 
all Yk are finite dimensional. For fixed XE 9 and p E Z,, we let 
Vk = Vk(x, p) = J,(ad(x) -’ Fk). Vk is a decreasing sequence of subspaces of 
zO + . . . + 9” that must stabilize, so that nk V, = V, for some m. We write 
m(p) for the first such m. 
2.3 LEMMA. The sequence m(p) is non-decreasing. 
Proof First, observe that if V,(x, p + 1) G V,(x, p + 1 ), then the same 
inclusion holds with p replacing p + 1. Indeed, if J,(z) E Vm(x, p) with 
[x,z]~F,, then J~+,(z)E V,,,(x,p+l)~ Vk(x,p+l), so that J,+,(z)= 
J,+,(w) for some w  with [x, w] E Fk. But then J,(z)=J,(w)E V,(x,p). 
Next, use the above in conjunction with VmCp+ 1)(x, p + 1) G nk Vk(x, p + 1) 
to conclude that V mCp+,)(~,p) G V,(x,p) for all k. But m(p) is the first 
integer with this property, so that m(p + 1) 2 m(p). Q.E.D. 
2.4 LEMMA. With notation as above, m(p) only depends on the conjugacy 
class of x. 
Proof: Let y = expad(u) x for some u E F,, and write U: dp + 9 for the 
filtration preserving automorphism expad(u) with inverse expad( -u). 
From U 0 ad(x) = ad( y) 0 U we conclude that Vk( y, p) = J, UV,(x, p) 
for all k. We have (with self-explanatory notation) VmCp,L.I( y,p) = 
JP ~VmLw) (A P) 2 J,UV,,,,,(P, x) = VmCp,.Y)( Y, P), so that m(p, x) 3 
m(p, y). By symmetry the reverse inequality also holds. Q.E.D. 
2.5 LEMMA. Given x E 9 there exists a strictly increasing sequence n(p) 
such that for all z E F, and k 2 n(p), [w, expad(z) x] E F,,(r) implies the 
existence of u such that [u, expad(z) x] E Fk and J,(w) = J,(v). 
Proof With m(p) associated to x as above, we can take by n(p) the 
sequence p + m(p) which by Lemma 2.3 is strictly increasing. For ZE F, 
write y = expad(z). We have to show that for k > n(p), V,(,,(y, p) c 
Vk( y, p). But V,+,,( y, p) E V,+,,( y, p), which by Lemma 2.4 is the smallest 
of all the V,( y, p). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For every convergent sequence xj + y and fixed 
k, the sequence Jk(xi) must stabilize for large j, so that we only need to 
prove (c) + (a). If x and y are weakly conjugate, then for each k there 
exists z E F, such that y = expad(z) x(mod Fk). Let n(p) be the sequence 
associated to x by Lemma 2.5, and let z1 E F, such that y= 
expad(z’) x(mod F,,,,). We now prove by induction on p > 1 that there 
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exists a sequence zp E F, such that with z = zp * ... * z’ one has 
y z expad(z) x (mod FnCp,). For assuming this to be true, let UE F, such 
that y = expad(u) x(mod Fntp+ ,) ). Writing w  = u * ( -z), and noting that 
u=w*z, we have 
y G expad(w * z) x (mod Fncp + 1 ,). 
Since n(p+ 1) >n(p), we also have (mod FnCpJ): 
(2.4) 
expad( w) expad(z) x = expad( w  * z) x = y = expad(z) x. 
Comparing the first and last terms, we conclude from Proposition 2.1 that 
Cw expand xl E Fncpj. By the lemma we can find e, such that J,(u) = J,(w) 
and [o,expad(z)x]EF,(,+,,. Write w=u+e, eEF,+,, and let zP+l= 
w*(-u)] = (u+e)*(-u) = u+e-u+l/2[u+e,-u]+... = e+ 
1/2[0, e] + ..., where the dots represent the remainder term of the 
Campbell-Hausdorff formula (Serre [ 13, LA 4.11). Examination of this 
formula reveals the remainder to be a series of Lie algebra monomials in 
the quantities u and u + e, also expressible as monomials in the quantities 
u and e. Since every non-zero monomial of this kind must contain at least 
one u as well as one e, such a term belongs to F,, 2 But F,, 2 is closed 
so that zp+ ’ = e (mod F,,,). This shows that zP+ ’ E Fp+ ]. We finally 
examine expad(zp+ ’ * ... * z’) x = expad(zP+ ’ * z) x. Toward this end 
recall that [ -u, expad(z) x] E FnCp +, ). Using Proposition (2.1) we obtain 
expad( -u) expad(z) x = expad(z) x (mod F,!(,,+ r,). Thus (mod Fncp+ ,,) 
expad(zP + ’ *z)x=expad(w*(-u)*z)x 
= expad( w) expad( -u) expad(z) x 
= expad(w) expad(z) x = expad( w  * z) x, 
which by (2.4) yields expad(zP+’ * z) x -y. This concludes the induction, 
and proves that expad(zP * ... * z’) x -y (mod FnCp,) with .zp~ F,. Since 
n(p) + cc as p -+ cc, we see that expad(zP * . . . * z’) x +y. On the other 
hand, zp -+ 0, so that by Proposition 1.8 the infinite product converges to 
an element z such that expad(z) x =y. Q.E.D. 
2.6 COROLLARY. If the TZ,, are finite dimensional, then the conjugacy 
classes are closed. 
3. CANONICAL FORMS FOR THE GROUP expad(F,(T)) 
From now on we assume all JZ” to be finite dimensional unless an 
explicit statement to the contrary is made. The goal of this section will be 
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to find canonical forms for all elements relative to the action of the group 
of inner automorphisms. We will call these forms “special” ,as an implicit 
reference to this group. As mentioned earlier, the study of canonical forms 
inevitably involves discretionary choices that have to be made at some 
point or another. Our way of dealing with this problem is by choosing at 
the very outset an inner product on the dense subspace @Yk having 
the property that all the J& are mutually orthogonal. (This is of course 
equivalent to choosing a separate inner product on each 5$ and then 
imposing the orthogonality requirement on all of @Yk.) From now on we 
will assume that such an otherwise arbitrary inner product has been chosen 
once and for all. 
3.1 DEFINITION. An element x E Y is said to be special iff 
xi -L Ji(Cx7 ci- I(x)l), i > 0. (3.2) 
(Recall that Ciel(x)= (2~ F, 1 [z, x] E F;}.) In other words, in view of 
Proposition 2.1, condition (3.2) says that x must be perpendicular to the L$ 
projection of ad(x) applied to the set of z E F, such that expad(z) fixes x 
to order i- 1. 
When speaking of a special x and for the sake of flexibility, we will some- 
times use the alternative expressions “x has special form,” “x is in special 
form,” and the like. 
3.3 Remark. Homogeneous elements are always special; moreover, if 
x = xk + h.o.t., the property of being special imposes no restrictions on xk. 
3.4 Remark. If -9’ is a semidirect product %? @ JZ with center V, then a 
typical element c + m is in special form iff m is. 
3.5 Remark. All vector fields in special form X= X0 + ... , with X0 
semisimple are a fortiori in normal form, provided the inner product has 
been chosen so as to have Kerad(X,) I Imad on each Vect,(n) (Exam- 
ple 1.2). (For a definition of normal forms see, e.g., Abraham and Marsden 
Cl].) This will always be the case if the inner product is invariant under 
the action of the one parameter group generated by X,. For it is easy to 
see that if so, the restriction of ad(X,,) to Vect,(n) is skew adjoint, so that 
Imad = Im(ad(X,,)*) I Kerad(X,). 
3.6 Remark. If u E Aut(9) preserves degrees and commutes with 
orthocomplementation (i.e., u(V)’ = u( V’) for all subspaces I/ of 9.), then 
u preserves the set of special forms. 
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We are now ready for the main result of this paper, namely that special 
forms are indeed canonical for the group expad(F,). 
3.7 THEOREM. Every conjugacy class for the group of inner auto- 
morphisms contains exactly one element in special form. 
Proof. Existence. To prove that every element is conjugate to a 
special form, we follow with minor changes a procedure which is standard 
in the theory of normal forms. By Theorem 2.2 it suffices to find a sequence 
xp of elements conjugate to x, with x0 = x and Jp(xp+ ‘) = J,(xP), such that 
xp satisfies condition (3.2) for 0 6 i <p. Assume x0, x1, . . . . xp have already 
been found with these properties. Consider the orthogonal decomposition 
x;+l=x;=: +u where u=J,+,([xp,z]) for some ZEC~(X~) and 
$2: 1 Jp+l(cxp? C,(X)l)? and let xp + r = expad(z) xp. We have 
(mod Fp+d 
X p+‘=Xp+[Z,Xp]dp(Xp)+X;~:+U+Jp+l[Zp,Xq 
= Jp(xP) + x,“;: . 
It is clear from this that xPf ’ satisfies all the required conditions. 
Uniqueness. Suppose that x and y are both special and that 
x = expad(z) y for some z E F,. We prove by induction on n > 0 that 
J,(x) = J,(y). We now assume this to be true and ignore the case n = 0 
(which is evident). Writing y = .I,( y) + r, r E Fn + , , and assuming till further 
notice that all congruences are (mod FH+ ,), we have 
J,(x) =x = expad(z) y = expad(z) J,(y) + expad(z) r 
= expad(z) J,(y) = expad(z) J,(x). 
The two ends of this string of congruences express the fact that 
expad(z) E Fix,(J,(x)). By Proposition 2.1, [z, J,(x)] E 0, which implies 
[z, x] - 0. Since x is in special form, x, + , is perpendicular to [z, x]~ + r 
;;;;+,(lz,J1)). But Cz,yl.+l = Cz,Jn(r)l,+l = Cz,Jn(x)ln+~ = 
, ,,+r, so that 
x,+1 1 CZ,Yl.+1. (3.8) 
Also, [z, y] = [z, J,(y)] = [z, J,(x)] = 0. Thus, from y being special we 
have [z, y] E F,, + 1, as well as 
Yn+l A- CZ,Yln+l. (3.9) 
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From here to the end of the proof all congruences will now be (mod F,,+2). 
Since [z, JJ] E FE + i, we conclude 
Furthermore, 
expad(z) y = y + [z, y] (3.10) 
J&)+x,+, = x = expad(z) y = (by (3.10)) 
~+Cz,~l-(since Cz,~l~F,+,)J,(y)+y,+,+Cz,yl.+,. 
Consequently x, + i = y, + i + [z, y], + , , which implies the equality x, + , = 
y,+1+ CZ,Yl,+,. But this is compatible with (3.8) and (3.9) only if 
X n+1= Y n+lT sothatJ,+,(x)=J,+,(~). Q.E.D. 
3.11 Remark. The only role played by the inner product throughout 
this proof was to provide a definite complementary subspace Si to 
Ji[x, Ci- ,(x)1 in $, so that x, E Si in (3.2). If instead of the inner product 
we assume for each k a function which assigns to each subspace of 5$ a 
definite complement, then the theorem as well as its proof remain true even 
if some or all of the Yk are infinite dimensional, provided that equioalency 
is replaced by weak equivalency. The reason we refrained from stating our 
result in this generality is that the special forms so constructed would be 
non-computable. Indeed, the only known mechanism for defining such a 
“choice-of-complement” function on an infinite dimensional space is Zorn’s 
lemma in any one of its equivalent versions, hardly an improvement over, 
say, using the axiom of choice to select a definite “canonical form” in each 
weak-equivalency class. In this connection, observe that an inner product 
would not suffice, since only for closed subspaces S is S’ a complement, 
and in general one would not expect the subspace Jj( [x, Cj- i(x)] of (3.2) 
to be closed, even if continuity of the Lie bracket relative to the inner 
product were assumed. 
4. THE LIE ALGEBRA N=d@94 
We shall now find explicit special forms for the simplest non-trivial 
example of an algebra that occurs frequently in the theory of planar vector 
fields. 
Let R” be the underlying vector space for an abefiun Lie algebra hat we 
shall call &. Its elements will be denoted by variables A, A’, . . . . etc. We 
write a typical object A = (a,, a,, . ...) as the formal series C a,A,, where 
A, is the element whose nth coordinate is Snk, n > 0, k 2 0. We declare the 
degree of A, to be k. Let now !?+Y be a second copy of R” having elements 
B=(b,, b,, . . . ), B’, . . . . etc., which we also write as formal series B = 1 bk B, 
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with deg(B,) = k. B is the “non-negative half” of the Virasoro algebra 
np= _ o. Bk whose bracket relations are [B,, Bk] = (k -j) B, +j. The object 
of our study is the semidirect product N = d 0 BY, viewed as an extension 
of &? by d. The full set of bracket relations for JY is 
[Bj,B,l=(k-j)B,+j, CB,, Al= kA,+ic, and 
(4.1) 
CA,, Akl = 0, j, k > 0. 
We have M=nkaO Jy;k, with Nk the two-dimensional subspace spanned 
by A, and B,. An instantaneous, albeit indirect, verification that JY is 
indeed a graded Lie algebra is provided by the following examples. 
4.2. EXAMPLE. Let A0 stand for the infinitesimal generator a/a0 = 
-ya/ax + xa/ay of planar rotations about the origin of R*. It is well known 
(cf., e.g., Takens [ 151) and easy to verify that Kerad(A,) = 
{f(p) A, +g(p) B,} where h g are arbitrary formal power series in one 
variable p = r2 = x2 + y2, and B, = 1/2(x+3x + ya/ay) = alap. Writing 
A,=pkA,, B,=p’B,, we easily check the relations (4.1) so that 
Kerad(A,) N JV”. This algebra occurs in the theory of normal forms for 
vector fields with linear part A,. Observe that a typical element of degree 
k is a vector field invariant under rotations with homogeneous polynomial 
coefficients of degree 2k + 1. 
4.3 EXAMPLE. The p : -q “resonance.” Let A, = - qxa/ax +pya/ay E 
Vect(2) with p, q, relatively prime positive integers. The function u = x”y” 
generates the kernel of A,, as a derivation on R[ [x, y]] in the sense that 
Ker(A,) = R[ [u]]. If B, is any linear field commuting with A, such that 
B,u=u (e.g., B,=p-‘xd/ax+q-‘ya/ay), then Kerad(A,)=R[[u]] A,@ 
R[[u]] B,. Setting A,= ukA, and B,= dB,, one readily verifies the 
relations (4.1). Since A,, is semisimple, classical normal forms for vector 
fields with linear part A, are elements of this algebra. 
4.4 EXAMPLE. A, = x8/8x E Vect(2). Ker(A,) = R[ [ y]]; ker(ad(A,)) = 
R[[y]] Ao@R[[y]] B,, B,=yd/ay. Setting Ak=ykA,, B,=yjB,, we 
have once more the relation (4.1), so that Kerad(A,) = Jlr. 
4.5 EXAMPLE. The nilpotent case. Let N = xa/ay and consider 
Kerad(N) c Vect(2). This algebra occurs in the Cushman-Sanders theory 
of normal forms for vector fields with nilpotent linear part M= ya/ax 
([S]). These authors use representation theory of sl(2, R) to define their 
normal forms. In the particular case at hand, the linear span of N, M, and 
H = [N, M] = x8/8x - ya/ay is isomorphic to sl(2, R), and Kerad(N) con- 
sists of all fields of maximum weight (i.e., largest eigenvalue for H) on each 
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irreducible subrepresentation of Vect(2). They are B, = xk(xa/ax + ye?/+) 
with weight k and Ak = xk+ ’ a/ay with weight k + 2. One readily checks the 
relations (4.1) for the collection {Ak, B,}. Observe that the operator M 
does not belong to Kerad(N), so that in order to find special forms for 
vector fields with linear part it4, one has to consider all of Vect(2), not just 
Kerad(N). This task is considerably more involved and it is the subject of 
a forthcoming paper in collaboration with J. Sanders ([17]). 
A last comment concerning planar fields is the somewhat puzzling fact 
that for linear X0 # 0 all the algebras Kerad(X,) are isomorphic to N, 
provided they are infinite dimensional. Indeed, using canonical forms for 
2 x 2 matrices it is easy to check that in all such cases X0 must be conjugate 
to a scalar multiple of the A, of at least one of the above examples. 
Returning now to the study of N, we will abbreviate as before F,(N) 
to Fk, whereas Fk(&‘) and Fk(@) will stand for Fk n & and Fk n g, respec- 
tively. The projection .Af + C# (unlike the projection onto &) is a Lie 
algebra homomorphism, whose kernel is the ideal &. The center of .N is 
the l-dimensional subspace spanned by A,. Observe that the center has for 
complement the sub-lie algebra F,(d) 0 9, a fact we will use later in con- 
junction with Remark 3.4. The last ingredient needed for a description of 
special forms is a choice of inner product. To this effect we declare the basis 
(A,, Bk) of Nk to be orthonormal for each k. 
4.6 PROPOSITION. Let X- B (mod Fk(&‘)) with Jj( B) = bj Bj # 0 and 
j < k. Then there exists A E Fk _ j(~) such that expad(A) X = B. 
Proof: Write XE B + aA, (mod Fk+ i(d)), and let A0 = (bj(k -j))-’ 
aA k-j. Since [X, A’] E aA, (mod Fk+ i(d)), we have expad(A’) XE B 
(mod Fk+ i(d)). Proceeding inductively, we find a sequence A’, A’, . . . . with 
A”EFj-k+n(d), such that expad(A”*...*A”)X=B(modFk+~+,(~)). 
Since A” * ... * A’ E Fjpk(-02), a closed subspace, the result follows from 
Proposition 1.8 by letting n + co. 
4.7 hOPOSITION. Lt?t X=A -t-B, A Ed, BE.% &(A)=UkAk#O, 
Jj(B)=bjBj, O<k<j. Then X is conjugate to akA,+bjBj (mod Fj+l(93)). 
Proof Suppose that A = uk A, + amAm (mod F,,,, 1(&)), for some 
m > k and a, #O. With B”=a,(kak)-’ Bmpk, we have [X, B,] E 
GJL (mod F,,, + I)r so expad(B’) x = UkAk + bjBj (mod F,+ ,(&‘) + 
Fj+ i(a)). Proceeding inductively, we can find a sequence, B”, B’, . . . . 
with B”EF,,_~+“(~), such that expad(B” * ...* B”) X=a,A,+b,B, 
(mod F,+,+ 1 (z&‘) + Fj+ ,(@)). The result follows from Proposition 1.8 by 
letting n + 00. 
4.8 Remark. Any ideal in a graded Lie algebra is invariant under the 
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group expad(F, ). From this we conclude that if XE d in the above 
proposition (i.e., B = 0), then X is conjugate to its first non-zero term akA,. 
4.9 PROPOSITION. Zf X = ak A, + B + bB, (mod Fzj _ k + ,(.G@)), where 
0 < k <j, 1 d m #k, ajbk # 0, and B = CSi_;k b,B,, then X is conjugate to 
a,A,+B+b’B,,-(modF,j_,+,+,(g)), with b’=b tfm>k. 
Proof The assumptions imply that for some c, X= a,A, + B + bB, + 
CBZj-k+m (mod FZj-k+m+l(B)), so that with C=c(b,(m-k)))’ Bj-k+m 
and, in view of [b,B,, C] =cBypk+,,,, we have Y=expad(C) X=a,A,+ 
A+Bb’B,j+B’,forsomeAEF,+,(d)andB’EF,,_k+,+,(W),withb’=b 
if m > k. Applying Proposition 4.6 to Z = A + B + b’B, + B’ E B + b’B, + 
B’ (mod Fj+,(&)), we can find A’eF,(d) such that expad(A’) Y= 
B + b’B, + B’. Since expad(A’) fixes akAk, we have expad(A’) Z = 
&A,+ B+b’B,,--I- B’-akAk+ B+b’B, (mod FZj-k+m+l(~)). Q.E.D. 
4.10 COROLLARY. For X as in the proposition, one can find 6, such that 
X is conjugate to akAk + B + b,B,. 
Proof Apply the proposition repeatedly and observe that 6’ eventually 
stabilizes. Since the sequence of conjugates so obtained converges, the 
result follows from Theorem 2.2 (b). 
4.11 THEOREM. The following is a complete list of special forms in JV: 
(1) wh,+b,B,; 
(2) a,A,+a,A,, k>O, ak#o; 
(3) a,A,+bjBj+b,B,,j>O,bj#O; 
(4) U,A,+UkAk+bjB,+ . ..+b.~kB,~k+b,B,,j~k>O,akbj#O. 
Remark. The algebra N was introduced by Baider and Churchill [4] 
in the study of planar vector fields over R and C. The forms found there 
differ slightly from the ones occurring here due to the use of a different 
convention. 
Proof Remark 3.4 together with the fact that the center of N is a 
direct summand show that it suffices to consider special elements in 
F,(d) @?8. The theorem is thus equivalent to its corollary stated below, 
and proven independently. 
4.12 COROLLARY. The following is a complete list of special elements for 
F,(d)@?& 
(1’) WA,; 
(2’) akAk, k>O, ak#O; 
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(3’) b,B,+b,B,,j>O, bj#O;and 
(4’) akA, + biBi+ . ..+b.-,B,-,+b,B,, Ock<j,a,bj#O. 
Proof We begin by showing that every element in the list is special. 
Since homogeneous elements always are, we only treat cases (3’) and (4’). 
In case (3’) it is clear that we only need to check (3.2) for i = 2j. Let 
Z E Fix+ ,(X), X= b, B, + b,B, E &?. We may assume that ZE 9?, because 
any component of Z will yield at most an & term in [Z, Xlzj, and such 
terms are perpendicular to B,. Now if Z= C biBi, then [Z, X] E 
[Z, bjBj] (mod Fzj+ i). But then [Z, Xlzj= [fijBj, bjBj] = 0 I B,. Thus X 
is special. In case (4’) let X=a,A,+bjBj+...+b,j-,B,jp,+b2jBZj, with 
0 < k d j, ak b, # 0, and let Z E Fix,- i(X). Observe that we need only 
consider degrees i > k and i 3 j in (3.2). Moreover if j > k and i = j, then 
lIz9 xli= lIz, Uj= lIzj-k, a,A,] E 4. I gj, so that we may even assume 
i > j. Write i = j + n and note that it suffices to study n’s such that 1 Q n <j. 
If [Z, Xlj+. has no 99 component there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we 
see from (4.1) that Z must be of the form ZE aA, + bB, (mod F,, ,(&‘) + 
F,+,(a)), b#O, rB1, and n<j. If k=j, we are done because Xjfn=O. 
If j>k, the term [bB,,akA,]=ka,bA,+, of [Z,X]=[aA,+bB,+..., 
a,A,+b.jBj++..] must be cancelled by some other term so as to have 
cz Xl k+n = 0. This can only happen if r +j= n + k for some r z 1 
(ZEF,), so that 1 +jQn+k or 2j-k+ 1 <j+n=i<2j- 1. This proves 
that { i 1 Z E Ci ~ i(x), [Z, X] i has non-zero .@ component } = [ 2j - k + 1, 
2j- 11, and confirms that elements of the form (4’) are special. 
Finally, we show that every non-zero XE F,(&)@a is conjugate to one 
of the elements of the list (1’), . . . . (4’). Write X= A + B with A E &’ and 
B E g. If B = 0, X is conjugate to ak A, (see Remark 4.8) where k is the first 
non-zero index such that Jk(X) #O (case (2’)). If B #O, write B= bjBj 
(mod F,, i(a)). When A = akAk + ... , with ak # 0 for some 0 <k 6 j, we 
apply Corollary 4.10 to conclude that X is conjugate to an element of the 
form (4’). The only remaining possibility is J,(A) = 0. By Proposition 4.6 
we may assume perhaps after conjugation that A =O. Let m be the 
first index other than 2j which is greater than j, such that B has a non- 
vanishing component in this degree, 6, B,, say. It is clear that Y = 
expad(b,(b,(m - 2j)) ~’ B, pj) X has no component of degree n < m + 1 
other than n =j or n=2j. Moreover, if m> 2j then Jzj( Y) =Jzj(X). By 
iteration and passage to the limit one can clearly conclude that X is 
conjugate to b, B, + b, Bzj if j > 0 or to b, B, if j = 0. Q.E.D. 
5. CANONICAL FORMS FOR THE GROUP Gxexpad(F,). 
Suppose X is a vector field on R” of the form X, + . , where Xj is its first 
non-vanishing homogeneous component. If 4: (R”; 0) + (R”; 0) is a local 
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diffeomorphism, then the first non-zero component of 4.+X is @(0),X,. 
This suggests that the search for a canonical form for X under the full 
action of the group Diff(n) should begin by settling on a canonical form for 
Xj under the group Gl(n), a “linear problem” that we will assume solved 
once and for all. Similar considerations apply to Hamiltonians of the form 
H = Hi+ ... , except that in this case Diff(n) is to be replaced by Can(n), 
while Sp(n) should replace Gl(n). Continuing with our field A’, and having 
settled on the form of Xi, the group still available to finish the task would 
consist of all those diffeomorphisms q5 such that &(O)E lix(Xj), the stabi- 
lizer of X, in Gl(n). This is none other than the group extension tix(Xj) x 
expad(t;,(Vect(n))) of the second factor by the first, which is actually 
the semidirect product determined by the commutation relation 
U* expad(Z), =expad(u,Z) u*. We could thus attempt to apply the theory 
of Section 3 by first finding a special form for X relative to the group 
expad F,(Vect(n)) and then study the action of fix(Xj) on such form. The 
difhculty is that in general this group will not transform a special form into 
another unless its action on the Vect,(n) is related to the inner product in 
some particular way (cf. Rem. 3.6). In connection with this we have: 
5.1 PROPOSITION. Let U be an invertible endomorphism of the finite 
dimensional Hilbert space H. Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) U( S’ ) = U(S)’ for all subspaces S of H. 
(2) U is conformal (i.e., ( Ux, Uy ) = c( x, y ) for some fixed c > 0, 
and x, y E H). 
(3) U = c V for some isometry V and c > 0. 
Proof: Since clearly (3)+ (2) and (2)+ (1) we prove (1) + (3). Let 
ci= U(e,) for anorthonormal basis {ei). Observe that ci> 0 and that 
{ U(e,)/c,} is an orthonormal basis of H, so that U= VC where 
C = diag(c,, . . . . c,) and V is the isometry determined by V(e,) = U(e,)/c,. 
Since VP’ preserves orthocomplementation and C= V-IV, we see that C 
does too. From e, + ei I e, -ei we conclude that C(e, + ei) -L C(e, -ei) 
and thus 0= (C(e,+e,), C(e,-ei))=c:-CT so that c,=ci, C=c,Z and 
u= vc,z= c, v, Q.E.D. 
In view of the foregoing, a unifying framework for the study of canonical 
forms for vector fields and Hamiltonians is the following: we assume 9 is 
a graded Lie algebra such that all the 9k are finite dimensional; for fixed 
xj~ q we want to find canonical forms for all elements of the form 
x =x, + h.o.t., under the action of the group G x expad(l;,), where G is an 
algebraic group acting linearly on each & and keeping x fixed. The 
505/78/l-4 
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elements of G define homogeneous automorphisms of degree 0, so that the 
multiplication on G x expad(F,) is given by 
((g, expadb)), (k expad(w))) -+ (gh, expad(h-‘z * w)). 
(The purpose of having G algebraic is to avoid infinite descending chains 
of subgroups, which as the example 2”Z s Z shows, even a Lie group could 
exhibit).) As in Section 3, an inner product on @ Yk is assumed, such that 
the action of G on each zk is both algebraic and conformal. The latter will 
ensure that the set of special forms is invariant under G (cf. Rem 3.6 and 
Prop. 5.1). It is furthermore assumed that canonical forms relative to the 
action on Imad of all stabilizer subgroups of G, i.e., of the form 
fix(x):= {gEGI gx=x}, 
have been chosen in advance. 
5.2 Remark. If one insists in computability, the last requirement is 
undoubtedly non-fulfillable in all circumstances. Nonetheless, and as the 
examples of Sections 6 and 7 will illustrate, this program can sometimes be 
carried through in interesting situations. 
For x=xi+..., let G,Jx)= (gEGIgxj+r=xj+r, O<r<k}. This 
decreasing sequence of algebraic groups must necessarily stabilize. If d(x) 
is the first integer k such that G,(x) = fi,, G,(x), then note that this integer 
is constant along the orbit of x under G. Indeed, GJgx) =gG,(x) g-‘. 
5.3 DEFINITION. The special element x = xI + . . . (cf. Def. 3.1) will be 
said to be in canonical form, if for each k B 0 the component x~+~ + 1 is 
canonical (rel. Gk(x)). 
5.4 THEOREM. Every x = xi + . . . , is conjugate to exactly one canonical 
f orm. 
ProoJ Existence. First conjugate x to special form y = xj + . . . , by 
expad(F,). Then conjugate y by appropriate members of G d(y) times to 
an element z = xj + zI+ , + .. . , so that z~+~+, is in canonical form rel. G,&) 
for 0 < k < d(y) - 1 = d(z) - 1. Since for k 2 d(z) G,(z) = G+,(z) = 
fin G,(z), we see that G,(z) fixes z, which is thus clearly in canonical form. 
Uniqueness. Let y = g expad(z) x, g E G, z E F,, and assume that both x 
and y are canonical, and therefore special. Since G preserves the set of 
special forms, g-‘y = expad(z) x is also special, and by Theorem 3.7, 
identical with x. Thus y =gx. A straightforward induction will now show 
that Gk(x) = Gk( y) and that xk + 1 = y, + , , for all k 2 0. Q.E.D. 
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6. - yalax + xajay + . . . 
We apply the theory of Section 5 to the operator A,= a/a0 = 
-ya/ax+xa/ay of Example 4.2. In this case tix(A,)=R+ x S’ = 
R, x SO(2), with R + acting as homotheties on R2. For inner product on 
Vect,(2) we take the one given by 
(x, Y) = i/(24 Is, x. yde, 
(where “dot” is ordinary inner product on R*), clearly invariant under 
rotations. On the other hand any c E R + acts on Vect,(2) (via the change 
of variables (x, y) + (cx, cy)), as the homothety ck, a properly conformal 
(i.e., non-isometric) map when c # 1. Also note that since ad(&) is skew- 
adjoint on each Vect,(2), Kerad(A,) -L Imad( so that all normal, 
special, and canonical forms are to be found in the graded Lie algebra 
Kerad(A,) z J of Section 4. Observe that the restriction of the inner 
product introduced here to Kerad(A,) renders the basis (Ak, Bk} of Ex. 4.2 
orthonormal, in agreement with our convention there. Finally, we need to 
specify canonical forms for the action of stabilizer subgroups of fix(&) on 
Imad n Vect,(2) = Nk. Since Si acts trivially on Jf, there is nothing to 
choose for this group. It is clear that all we need are canonical forms 
for the action of R, on JIrk: c * X, = czkXk, CE R,, X, = akAk + bkBk 
(observe that Mk GVect,,(2)). For such X, we specify the element 
ak( 1 b, 1))’ A, + B, if b, # 0, and f A, otherwise. Theorems 4.11 and 5.4 
now yield: 
6.1 THEOREM. Every vector field on R2 of the form - ya/ax + 
xa/ay + . . . , is formally equivalent to exactly one of the following: 
(1) A,; 
(2) A,, +_ Ak for some k > 0; 
(3) A,fB,+b,B,for some j>O; 
(4) Ao+akAkfBj+bj+lBj+l+ ... -I- b2j-kB2j-k+b2jB2j for some 
O<k<j, ak#O. 
Remark. The discrete parameters +, k, and j, occurring in cases (2), 
(3), and (4), as well as the continuous coefficients in the last two cases, are 
formal (and consequently analytic) invariants of the given field. Cases (1) 
and (2) occur when the origin is a center. In case (1) the period is inde- 
pendent of the orbit. In case (2) we have X= A,& A, = (1 + p”) a/at?, 
so that d=l+pk, b = 0. The period T is given by the relation 
2~ = 107 (1 f pk) dt = (1 f p”) T, so that + and k constitute a measure of 
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the asymptotic rate of change of T with respect to the orbit, as the orbit 
approaches zero. When (3) or (4) occur the origin is a focus, for we have 
p=p’(l +bj+ip+ . . . + b,pj), so that p is a Lyapunov function and we 
can discern stability or instability according to the sign preceeding B,. 
7. THE HAMILTONIAN SEMISIMPLE 1 : 1 RESONANCE 
As our last example we consider a two degrees of freedom Hamiltonian 
H in equilibrium at the origin of the standard symplectic manifold 
(R4; o = dx, A dy, + dx, A dy,). We assume the quadratic term to be of the 
form H, = $(x: + x: + y: + y:), the semisimple 1: 1 resonance case. If R4 is 
viewed as C* via the identification zk = xk + iyk, k = 1,2, then we have 
tix(H,) = Sp(2) n O(4) = U(2). An obviously invariant inner product on 
Sk(2) (cf. Ex. 1.5) is given by (F, G) = jS, FG da. Relative to this metric 
ad(H,) is skew-adjoint (it generates a l-parameter group of isometries), so 
that normal, special, and canonical forms are all to be found in the Lie 
algebra X = Kerad(H,). It is well known (cf. Kummer [ 111 or Churchill et 
al. [S]) that X is the Poisson algebra generated by the Hopf variables 
J=2H,, M, =2(x,x,+y, y2), M,=2(x,y, -x,y,), and M, =x:+y:- 
x: - y:. These satisfy the single relation J* = MT + MS + M:, so that with 
M=(M,,M,,M,), one has X=R[[M]]@JR[[M]], a graded Lie 
algebra with grading q= P,+ i @Jp,, where Pi is the space of homo- 
geneous polynomials of degree j in the variables M. Observe that the 
degree of an element of 4 as a polynomial in the variables (x, y) is 2j+ 2. 
The subspace X0 spanned by J and the M,, is a 4-dimensional Lie 
algebra isomorphic to u(2) under the injective map associating to an 
element H of Z(2), the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field X,. Indeed 
dim(&) = dim(u(2)) and for HE X0, X, is linear and generates a group of 
linear canonical transformations 4, which preserve the quadratic form 
x: + x: + y: + JJ:, so that 4, E U(2); from this, X, E u(2) follows. We next 
note that the subspace of X0 spanned by the Mk is invariant under the 
action of U(2). In fact (Mi, J) = jSj M,da = 0, so that {J}’ is the span of 
the M,. Since J is invariant, we conclude that {M,, M,, M3} is invariant 
as well. The bracket relations for this subspace are given by 
CM,, Mjl = M/c, for any cyclic permutation of (1,2, 3) so that 
(M,) M,, A&} g m(2). S’ ince U(2) acts on {M, , M,, M, } as isometries, we 
have a map of U(2) into 0{ M, , M,, M3} z 0( 3) whose image is contained 
in SO(3) because of the connectedness of U(2). It is known 
(Kummer [lo]; Churchill et al. [8]) that this map is onto. We use this 
observation to specify canonical forms for the action of fix(H,) on Hi as 
follows: a typical element H, E X1 is the form q(M) + Jl(M), with q quad- 
ratic and I linear. We consider the generic situation where the eigenvalues 
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of the quadratic form q are distinct, I,, A,, &, say. By a rotation (and from 
the above considerations by an element of U(2)), we may diagonalize 
q(M), so that H can be expressed in the form 1iM: +A,#+ &M: + 
J(a,M,+a,M,+a,M,), il,<J,<;l,. For any pair (i,j), l<i,j<3, the 
orientation preserving isometry Mi -+ -Mi, M,+ -M,, Mk+Mk can be 
implemented by an element of U(2). Therefore H, is conjugate via U(2) to 
an element of the form 
I,M:+~,M:+~,M:+J(a,M,+u,M,+a,M,), 
witha,>O,u,>O,ifu,u,a,#0,and 
a, 3 0 for all i if a, uzuj = 0. (7.1) 
7.2 PROPOSITION. Let H, = q(M) + A(M), and assume the eigenuulues of 
q are distinct. Then HI is conjugate (rel.fix(H,)) to exactly one element of 
the form (7.1). Moreover ifu,u,a, #O, then fix(H,,+ H,) acts trivially on all 
OfX. 
Proof u E U(2) can transform an element of the form (7.1) into another 
only if u*M,= ciMi, with ci = &- 1 and c,czcj = 1. If u* is not the identity 
on X0, then exactly one of the ci = 1, while the other two = - 1. A case by 
case analysis shows that u*H, = H,. On the other hand if no ui=O, then 
all c, = 1, so that u* is the identity on X0, and consequently on X. Q.E.D. 
Combining the above proposition with Theorem 5.4 we obtain: 
7.3 THEOREM. Let H be a Humiltoniun which in some system of coor- 
dinates has the form 
H, + H, + h.o.t. (7.4) 
where H, is of the form (7.1) with u1u2a3 # 0. Then, relative to the full group 
of canonical transformations, H is conjugate to a unique special element of 
the form (7.4). 
Proof Since fix(H, + H,) = fix(X), then a special element of the form 
(7.4) is already canonical. Q.E.D. 
Open problem. Find explicit expressions for all the special elements of 
the form (7.4). Contrary to what we encountered in Theorem 6.1, canonical 
forms for Hamiltonians H = H, + .. . will generally not be polynomial. 
Indeed, any power series in H, is already in canonical form. 
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